Call for expression of interest for Learning Facilitator in the STEAM+ project (Erasmus+, KA 3)

Ca’ Foscari International College is seeking candidates for 1 Learning Facilitator in the STEAM+ project (Erasmus+, KA 3), October 11-17, 2020.

About us
Ca’ Foscari International College is an Honours University College funded in 2012 by the Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR) so as to provide talented high-achieving students with supplementary education and training. The two main strengths of the College are its international outlook and its multidisciplinary approach.

Background
Ca’ Foscari International College is part of the Erasmus+ KA 3 project STEAM+, aimed at promoting innovative and trans-disciplinary approaches to STE(A)M teaching in education. The project incorporates the idea that while STEM subjects are at the core of Europe’s efforts in tackling global challenges, transversal skills and knowledge from All other subjects (the extra A in the project acronym) are essential to design impactful solutions. Against this background, the STEAM+ project uses transdisciplinary talent programs as laboratories of innovation in higher education. Students and teachers from 9 countries periodically come together in innovation labs to co-create solutions for grand challenges. The experience matured in these labs is then used to create two deliverables:
STEAM+ Innovation Lab Implementation Path: an instrument on how to establish transdisciplinary talent programs in Higher Education;
STEAM+ Menu for Policy Inspiration: an instrument for policy makers in Higher Education, local, regional, national and EU levels to support and recognize (development of) transdisciplinary talent programs.
Ca’ Foscari International College will host the first of these labs, focused on Citizen Science for Marine Conservation in October 2020.

Terms of Reference
The Learning Facilitator will be entrusted with the following duties:
- **Co-designing the learning process**, in collaboration with the Lab Scientific Coordinator and under the supervision of the STEAM+ Project Coordinator. An outline of the learning process has been defined already and will be shared with the selected candidate in due time.
- **Facilitation of Lab activities** (October 11-17, 2020). Lab participants will be about 20 people, including both BA and MA students, and lecturers from the STEAM+ partner institutions. The Lab will take place on the Island of San Servolo and in Ca’ Roman in the Venetian Lagoon. Throughout the duration of the Lab, the Learning Facilitator will be aided by an Assistant, selected among MA students enrolled in the International College.
- **Ex-post evaluation of Lab** learning outcomes, in collaboration with the Lab Scientific Coordinator.

Requirements and Assets
Applicants must have **proven experience in designing and implementing co-creative learning processes based on a Theory-U approach**. Candidates familiar with transformative change processes applied to socio-ecological relations are particularly
encouraged to apply. Working experience in **inter-/trans-disciplinary sustainability studies**, **participatory research**, and in **multi-cultural environments** is an important asset to apply for this position.

**Fee and benefits**
The International College will provide a fee of 1.696,50 Euros (**before tax**) plus free board and lodging on the Island of San Servolo for the entire duration of the Lab (11-17 October 2020).

**How to apply**
Expressions of interests must include a Curriculum Vitae, complete with detailed information about the requirements and assets highlighted for this position.
Please submit expression of interest and queries by **08 June 2020** to: collegio.internazionale@unive.it (Subject: Facilitator – STEAM+)